Discovery, Crest Renew Co-Branded Shark Week
Campaign
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Live-action, CG and a humorous approach shape Discovery and Crest's
co-branded campaign for Shark Week.
The branded integration was developed and written by Discovery
writer/producer Daniel Tripod and executed by the network's long-term partner,
2C Creative.
The partnership extends from last year when the network, creative studio and
famed toothpaste brand humorously chronicled one shark's trip to the dentist.
The campaign earned six Promax Awards and a Golden Trailer Award.
"The chance to come back again and come up with something fresh and
original made this such an exciting challenge," Tripod said in a statement.
"Shooting in a complete green screen environment presented its complications,
but working with a team we could 100 percent trust and easily collaborate with
gave us the confidence to dream big."
RELATED: Discovery Partners with Crest to Take Shark Week to the Dentist
This year's campaign places a CG shark in an aquarium with an "overzealous

tour guide." As patrons approach the tank, a debate ensues about whose
dazzling smile they're really checking out.
To give the illusion that the patrons were looking at the actress instead of the
shark, 2C used an over-the-shoulder perspective, special lighting and an
"effervescent performance of the actress to sell the story."
Design director Luis Martinez also hand-rigged the shark's mouth, gills and fins
to bring the animal to life, better control its movements and make the spot more
believable.
"It was a real honor to get the chance to try to repeat-and hopefully build
on-last year's success for these two brands," Martinez said. "Going into this, we
knew the expectations were already high, and our creative had to achieve a
certain level, so this was a true challenge that we were happy to take on."
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